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Abstract: Background: Clinical rating systems are used as outcome 
measures in clinical trials and attempt to gauge the patient's views of 
their own health. The choice of clinical rating system should be 
supported by its performance against established quality standards.  
 
Methods: A search strategy was developed to identify all studies 
reporting the use of clinical rating systems in the tennis elbow 
literature. The strategy was run from inception in Medline Embase and 
CINHAL. Data extraction identified the date of publication, country of 
data collection, pathology assessed and outcome measure used. 
 
Results: 980 studies were identified that reported clinical rating system 
use. 72 separate rating systems were identified. 41% of studies used two 
or more separate measures. Overall 54% of studies used the Mayo Elbow 
Performance Score (MEPS). For Arthroplasty 82% used MEPS, 17% used 
Disabilities of Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH), 7% used quickDASH. For 
Trauma 66.7% used MEPS, 32% used DASH, 23% used the Morrey Score. For 
Tendinopathy, 31% used DASH, 23% used Patient-Rated Tennis Elbow 
Evaluation, 13% used MEPS. Over time there is increased proportional use 
of the MEPS, DASH, qDASH, Patient Rated Tennis Elbow Evaluation (PRTEE) 
and Oxford Elbow Score (OES).  
 
Conclusions: This study has identified the wide choice and usage of 
clinical rating systems in the elbow literature. Numerous studies report 
measures without a history of either pathology specific or cross-cultural 
validation. Interpretability and comparison of outcomes is dependent on 
the unification of outcome measure choice. This is not currently 
demonstrated. 
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Abstract  1 
Clinical Rating Systems in Elbow Research –  2 
A Systematic Review Exploring Trends and Distributions of Use  3 
 4 
Background: Clinical rating systems are used as outcome measures in clinical trials and 5 
attempt to gauge the patient’s views of their own health. The choice of clinical rating system 6 
should be supported by its performance against established quality standards.  7 
Methods: A search strategy was developed to identify all studies reporting the use of clinical 8 
rating systems in the tennis elbow literature. The strategy was run from inception in Medline 9 
Embase and CINHAL. Data extraction identified the date of publication, country of data 10 
collection, pathology assessed and outcome measure used. 11 
Results: 980 studies were identified that reported clinical rating system use. 72 separate 12 
rating systems were identified. 41% of studies used two or more separate measures. Overall 13 
54% of studies used the Mayo Elbow Performance Score (MEPS). For Arthroplasty 82% 14 
used MEPS, 17% used Disabilities of Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH), 7% used 15 
quickDASH. For Trauma 66.7% used MEPS, 32% used DASH, 23% used the Morrey Score. 16 
For Tendinopathy, 31% used DASH, 23% used Patient-Rated Tennis Elbow Evaluation, 13% 17 
used MEPS. Over time there is increased proportional use of the MEPS, DASH, qDASH, 18 
Patient Rated Tennis Elbow Evaluation (PRTEE) and Oxford Elbow Score (OES).  19 
Conclusions: This study has identified the wide choice and usage of clinical rating systems 20 
in the elbow literature. Numerous studies report measures without a history of either 21 
pathology specific or cross-cultural validation. Interpretability and comparison of outcomes is 22 
dependent on the unification of outcome measure choice. This is not currently demonstrated. 23 
  24 
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Background 25 
 The ultimate measure of success in health care is whether it helps patients as they see 26 
it 
[8]
. In an effort to capture the effect of health interventions on patients, there has been a 27 
considerable investment of resources by academics and clinicians to develop systematic, 28 
robust and valid ways of collecting health data from patients 
[24]
.  It is now the current 29 
standard that treatment evaluation includes the use of clinical rating systems 
[52]
.  30 
 Current clinical rating systems in elbow research utilize both physician and patient 31 
completed measures. They aggregate various attributes of interest such as elbow pain, range 32 
of motion and ability to perform specific tasks 
[46]
. Though there was a historical focus on 33 
physician-administered tools, recent emphasis has been on the patient-rated outcome 34 
measurement (PROM), whereby information is gathered pertaining to the patients’ perception 35 
of their elbow function 
[52]
. 36 
 The rise in the use of clinical rating systems has accompanied a fundamental shift in 37 
how we measure health. Traditional measurements of treatment effect, such as length of 38 
hospital stay, radiographic markers or range of motion, are increasingly accompanied by, or 39 
indeed replaced by rating systems, with a particular emphasis on PROMs 
[24]
. In the United 40 
States, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recommends the use of PROMs in clinical 41 
trials 
[10]
. Within the UK, the use of PROMs is commonplace in assessing the effectiveness 42 
and cost-effectiveness of healthcare technologies 
[40]
. Furthermore, the UK’s National 43 
PROMs programme 
[56]
 has led the world in the standardized collection of PROMs for hip 44 
and knee arthroplasty.  45 
 The increasing popularity of patient-focused outcome measurement has accompanied 46 
a consequent rise in the production of numerous rating systems. When choosing the 47 
appropriate rating system, to be applied to either clinical or research purposes, it is necessary 48 
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to identify existing systems that measure the outcome of interest in the target population 
[58]
. 49 
To aid in this selection, databases such as ePROVIDE (https://eprovide.mapi-trust.org/) 50 
catalog potential rating systems, though by their own admission, their database is supplied 51 
exponentially with new tools.  52 
 Careful consideration must be given to the selection of the clinical rating system. An 53 
appropriate measure should be supported by published evidence demonstrating that it is 54 
acceptable to patients, reliable, valid and responsive (sensitive to change) 
[18]
. Furthermore, 55 
these properties should have been tested on similar reference groups of patients to those being 56 
studied, thereby ensuring the validity of a tool from a language and cultural perspective 
[2]
. 57 
Within the domain of orthopedics, particular emphasis has been placed on the use of clinical 58 
rating systems for particular anatomical locations (predominantly joints) rather than generic 59 
health measures. More recently this has evolved to concentrate on condition-specific tools, 60 
where, in certain groups or in certain conditions, generic or region specific tools miss 61 
important aspects of health status 
[24]
. For the appropriate interpretation, it is, therefore, vital 62 
that the clinical rating system selected is validated for use in the population of interest and for 63 
the specific condition being investigated.  64 
 Heterogeneity of outcome selection has been reported in systematic reviews of elbow 65 
related controlled trials where there is consistent comment that this heterogeneity hampers 66 
effective evidence synthesis 
[12, 14, 34]
. Initiatives to combat this include the Core Outcome 67 
Measures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) and the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) 68 
Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS®), who aim to 69 
bring standardization to outcome measure selection. By adopting common standards and 70 
metrics clinical researchers will be able to directly compare patients’ evaluations of 71 
interventional effects across countries, thereby increasing the relevance of results and 72 
enabling International syntheses (such as meta-analyses) of research findings 
[2]
.  73 
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 Systematic reviews assessing elbow-specific clinical rating systems have concluded 74 
that a paucity of quality measures exist 
[21, 30, 52, 53]
. The most recent review by The et al 
[52]
 75 
included the assessment of 12 rating systems using the Consensus-Based Standards for the 76 
Selection of health Measurement Instruments (COSMIN) checklist, the authors conclude that 77 
the Oxford Elbow Score (OES) is the only system that has been developed using high-quality 78 
methodology.  79 
 The distribution of use of elbow-specific rating systems across different elbow 80 
pathologies is not known. Riedel et al 
[46]
 reviewed 65 articles, which used elbow specific 81 
aggregate scores specifically in elbow arthroplasty published between 2004 - 2011. They 82 
report the predominant use of the Mayo Elbow Performance score in 75% of the literature 83 
they identified. They criticise the use of this physician administered score that was not 84 
developed with a formal methodology and is frequently inconsistently applied. 85 
 This study aims to assess the use of clinical rating systems in elbow related 86 
interventional studies. The assessment of the appropriation of rating systems to specific 87 
elbow pathologies and across populations has not been undertaken. Furthermore, the change 88 
in trends of use over time, with the recent increased emphasis on PROMs use, has not been 89 
evaluated. Only when armed with the knowledge of either the conformity or heterogeneity of 90 
rating systems, can compelling arguments be made for the need for standardization.    91 
 92 
 93 
 94 
 95 
 96 
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Method 97 
A comprehensive review of elbow specific clinical rating systems in the elbow literature was 98 
conducted. This review aimed to identify all articles reporting the use of both physician and 99 
patient-reported rating systems. Both rating systems designed specifically for use in elbow 100 
pathology and generic upper limb rating systems with a history of validation and in elbow 101 
pathology were included.  The presented report has been written following PRISMA 102 
guidelines
[35]
. A search strategy was constructed using MeSH and free-text terms (appendix 103 
1). 104 
The strategy was modeled to each database through the modification of thesaurus terms, 105 
wildcards, and truncation. The search was run on 1
st
 May 2017 in Medline (Ovid MEDLINE, 106 
1948 to 2016 & Ovid MEDLINE In-Process & Non-indexed Citations) accessed through 107 
OVIDSP, Embase (Embase 1974 to 2017) accessed through OVIDSP and CINHAL 108 
(CINHAL 1981 to 2017) accessed through EBSCO host. 109 
The search strategy development was guided by previously published search strategies for 110 
systematic reviews of interventions in elbow pathology 
[11]
 and for the identification of 111 
outcome measures 
[26]
, along with terms specifically selected in order to capture names of 112 
relevant instruments published in previous systematic reviews of elbow specific rating scales 113 
[21, 30, 52, 53]
. 114 
The review was conducted in a step-wise manner. At each stage, dual review was employed 115 
with the lead author and a further co-author reviewer. In cases of disagreement between 116 
reviewers, the article proceeded to the next stage of review to ensure maximum sensitivity. 117 
Initial title review was used to exclude duplicates, studies in pediatric populations, non-elbow 118 
based studies, case-reports, case-studies, surgical technique papers and conference abstracts. 119 
Abstract review used the above criteria and also excluded studies that did not report the use 120 
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of rating systems designed specifically for elbow measurement, or generic rating systems 121 
with no history of validation in elbow measurement.  122 
Data extraction was conducted by JE and NF. Publication date, geographical location of lead 123 
author or publishing institution, elbow pathology investigated and elbow specific clinical 124 
rating systems reported was extracted.  125 
The elbow specific pathology or intervention of interest was grouped into the following 126 
categories for ease of interpretation: arthritis interventions (non-arthroplasty), arthroplasty 127 
(trauma and elective), arthroscopy, distal biceps intervention, neuropathy intervention, sports-128 
specific population, tendinopathy (non-sports specific population) and trauma interventions 129 
(non-arthroplasty).   130 
References were retrieved and imported into reference management software (Endnote X7, © 131 
2017 Clarivate Analytics, PA, USA). Database management was conducted in Excel 132 
(Microsoft® Excel® 2013, Redmond, WA, USA).  133 
 134 
 135 
 136 
 137 
 138 
 139 
 140 
 141 
 142 
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Results 143 
The review identified 980 articles reporting the use of elbow-specific clinical rating systems 144 
(fig 1). Articles from 52 countries were included.  72 separate instruments were identified 145 
(appendix 2).  146 
The 980 articles reported the use of 1383 outcomes. 322 (32%) of articles reported the use of 147 
two separate elbow-specific clinical rating systems, 77 (8%) reported the use of three, 4 148 
(0.4%) reported the use of four separate elbow-specific clinical rating systems.  149 
The number of articles reporting elbow specific rating systems has increased over time (fig 2) 150 
reaching 106 published articles in 2016.  151 
Overall, from database inception, the Mayo Elbow Performance (MEP) score was reported in 152 
54% of articles, the Disabilities of Arm Shoulder and Hand (DASH) in 29%, the Morrey 153 
Score 12%, the abbreviated DASH (quickDASH) in 8%, the Patient-Rated Tennis Elbow 154 
Evaluation (PRTEE) in 5%, the American Shoulder and Elbow Society-Elbow score (ASES-155 
e) in 4%, the Oxford Elbow Score (OES) in 4%. All other scores were reported in less than 156 
2% of articles.  157 
Since 2000 and 2010 respectively, the proportionate use within the literature for the above 158 
rating systems are: MEPS 55% & 61%, DASH 30% & 34%, Morrey 12% & 9%, quickDASH 159 
9% & 13%, PRTEE 5% & 7%, ASES-e 4% & 3%, and OES 4% & 6% (fig 3). 160 
The top five clinical rating systems for the individual pathology or intervention group are 161 
outlined in fig 13. 162 
For the three largest groups; arthroplasty, tendinopathy, and trauma, the most popular clinical 163 
rating systems are further grouped by time periods; database inception, since 2000 and since 164 
2010 (table 1). 165 
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Geographic distribution is shown in table 2, with data grouped into three broad localities; 166 
North America, Europe, and Rest of the World.  167 
 168 
 169 
 170 
 171 
 172 
 173 
 174 
 175 
 176 
 177 
 178 
 179 
 180 
 181 
 182 
 183 
 184 
 185 
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Discussion 186 
The elbow has long been thought of as the forgotten joint, with pathologies that are difficult 187 
to treat and surgical procedures that carry higher complication rates than any other major 188 
joint 
[7]
. However, modern diagnostic and treatment practices have shown great promise, and 189 
clinical effectiveness research has sought to accurately quantify the benefits patients are 190 
experiencing. In keeping with modern research reporting practice, the ultimate goal has been 191 
to demonstrate the ability of an intervention to restore or preserve functioning and well-being 192 
related to health, that is health-related quality of life (HRQoL) 
[42]
.  193 
This study has demonstrated that the use of elbow-related clinical rating systems, that aim, in 194 
some form, to demonstrate patient related benefit following an intervention, is rapidly 195 
expanding year on year. Though previously published systematic reviews of elbow rating 196 
systems have highlighted the deficits in many of the tools 
[30-32, 52]
, trend data have failed to 197 
show large shifts in choice towards tools produced with high quality methodology.  198 
Global data across pathologies and interventions of 980 articles have identified the Mayo 199 
Elbow Performance Score (MEPS) Score as the predominant rating system. The MEPS was 200 
developed by Morrey and Adams in 1992 
[37]
, for outcome assessment in total elbow 201 
arthroplasty. It consists of a physician assessment of pain, arc of motion and stability, with a 202 
patient rating of daily function. It has a history of validation in elective elbow surgery 203 
patients with mixed pathology
[17, 19]
, arthroplasty 
[37]
, trauma 
[38]
 and rheumatoid arthritis 
[21]
. 204 
Assessment under the COSMIN checklist rated all its development and validation domains as 205 
fair to poor 
[52]
. The Disabilities of Arm Shoulder and Hand (DASH) is also commonly 206 
employed. This patient-reported outcome measure (PROM) was introduced in 1996 
[28]
. It 207 
consists of a 31 core item questionnaire with 8 additional questions for sport and work 208 
assessment. It was designed to evaluate the entire upper limb but has a history of validation in 209 
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elbow-specific pathology including; arthrolysis 
[27]
, arthroplasty 
[6, 5]
, lateral epicondylar 210 
tendinopathy 
[3, 13, 29, 39, 41, 47, 50, 55]
, rheumatoid arthritis 
[44]
, neuropathy 
[33, 59]
, elective elbow 211 
surgery 
[17, 19, 25, 49]
, biceps tendon repair and radial head post-surgery 
[57]
. It has not 212 
undergone systematic evaluation and head to head comparison with other elbow-specific 213 
rating systems using recognized techniques such as COSMIN 
[36]
 or EMPRO 
[54]
. Of the other 214 
scores, large heterogenicity of application was demonstrated, astoundingly 72 separate 215 
instruments were identified across the literature, since 2010, 45 of these separate instruments 216 
are continuing to be used.   217 
Assessment of the use of rating systems in the predefined criteria groups showed some 218 
element of preference for specially designed scales. Neuropathy, sports specific population, 219 
and tendinopathy groups showed the utilization of scores specifically designed for population 220 
or pathology use. Examples include the Dellon score 
[23]
 in neuropathy, Andrews-Carson 221 
score 
[4]
 in sports population and the Patient-Rated Tennis Elbow Evaluation (PRTEE)
[47]
 in 222 
the tendinopathy group. Of note, within all the above-mentioned groups and distal biceps 223 
group, the DASH score remains the first or second score of preference.  224 
The three largest subgroups were assessed for a change of rating scale use over time. The 225 
recent emergence and promotion of patient-rated over physician-rated evaluation would lead 226 
most to the hypothesis of increased proportional representation within these groups over time. 227 
Within all groups, the use of DASH and quickDASH is rising, the tendinopathy group also 228 
demonstrated a particular emergence of the PRTEE. Yet, whilst the Morrey and HSS are 229 
declining in use, of interest is the progressive rise of the MEPS across all groups.  230 
Trends in rating-systems in differing geographical areas since 2010 was also assessed. 231 
Though the sub-division of areas is rather crude, this sub-division yielded groups of a size 232 
substantial enough to interpret broad distribution trends. The MEPS, though developed in the 233 
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USA, has a higher total proportion of use in Europe and Rest of the World groups. The 234 
MEPS has only been formally assessed for cross-cultural validity in Turkish 
[16]
 
[15]
 UK 235 
English 
[17, 19]
 and Dutch 
[20]
. The DASH score is proportionally more popular in North 236 
America, though it has been cross-culturally adapted to multiple languages. Interestingly, the 237 
abbreviated quickDASH is twice as commonly employed in Europe when compared to the 238 
USA. Again the quickDASH is available in multiple languages, but it is important to note 239 
that in terms of elbow-specific cross-cultural adaptation and validation, this has only been 240 
conducted in Turkish, Italian and Dutch 
[3, 22, 25]
.  241 
Standardization of outcome evaluation, together with consensus in the scientific community, 242 
is an essential component of the future of comparative effectiveness research. Only then will 243 
we be able to compare results between different groups, hospitals, and protagonists 
[51]
. The 244 
shift in focus from physician to patient-reported outcomes is well documented, with support 245 
both within the literature and from a governmental/health service level 
[1]
. Within elbow 246 
specific literature Dawson et al 
[17]
 reported that patient-reported results are more likely than 247 
clinically assessed outcome measures to reflect patient satisfaction with elbow surgery. 248 
Furthermore, they also provide support that condition-specific measures are more likely than 249 
generic measures to be more closely aligned with patient satisfaction.  Yet, we have shown 250 
that within the literature there remains a persistent reticence to embrace PROMs more fully. 251 
As Snyder et al 
[48]
 comment, though PROMs have the potential to improve the quality of 252 
patient-centeredness medical care, there is a great deal of research to be done before they are 253 
fully embraced by all stakeholders. Within elbow-specific literature, it may be the consensus 254 
that the literature is, as yet, uncompelling and lacking clear recommendations. Recent review 255 
evidence, that systematically assess the development and psychometric properties of elbow 256 
specific rating systems, has only emerged since 2013 
[46, 52]
 and it may be that the trickle-257 
down effect may simply not have been felt. 258 
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It is vitally important to recognize that inappropriate rating system choice can have a great 259 
impact on the interpretation of results, particularly where they are used as the primary 260 
endpoint in clinical studies 
[52]
. The choice of a rating system should be optimally aligned 261 
with a conceptual framework that defines the health condition and will meet the performance 262 
requirements of the clinical context and measurement needs 
[32]
. Therein, a score developed 263 
for the elbow may not be valid across all populations and all pathologies. Quantification of 264 
health-related quality of life in an elderly rheumatoid arthritis patient undergoing total elbow 265 
arthroplasty may require an evaluation of very different domains to a middle-aged manual 266 
laborer with tennis elbow. The clinical rating scale must have demonstrated its validity, 267 
reliability, responsiveness, and interpretability for the pathology being investigated to justify 268 
its choice. This must also be the case for the population of question where the cross-cultural 269 
validation of an outcome measures is a vital component in ensuring its interpretability, with 270 
clearly described methodological and reporting requirements 
[45]
. Consequently, for example, 271 
an American developed measure in the English language, does not have automatic validity in 272 
other English speaking populations.  273 
The future of clinical rating systems in elbow pathology is fluctuating with the same 274 
uncertainty that pervades the whole orthopedic research community. Though we have 275 
identified numerous rating scales, new measures continue to be produced. Though this 276 
highlights the expanding, and exciting, growth in this field, where there are multiple choices, 277 
this can lead to greater uncertainty and create barriers to uptake 
[9]
. The use of registries may 278 
force some level of conformity in data collection. In the UK the National PROMs programme 279 
has collected Oxford hip and knee scores since 2009. With the inclusion of elbow 280 
arthroplasty into the National Joint Registry in 2012, it remains likely that an outcome 281 
measure will be added to this dataset. The use of PROMIS (Patient-Reported Outcome 282 
Measurement Information System), to provide a set of common metrics to which PROMs that 283 
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assess comparable constructs can be scaled 
[9]
, has shown great utility, but has not been 284 
applied to elbow pathology 
[43]
.  285 
The authors accept that this study has limitations. As with all systematic reviews, this study is 286 
limited by the search strategy used, however, considerable care was taken to produce a 287 
strategy that was as sensitive as possible. The subclassifications of data into pathology and 288 
population groups were derived to give the best impression possible of rating scale use. The 289 
use of arthroplasty, for example, was kept as a single group, though a case can be made that 290 
rheumatoid and trauma patients may respond differently and require different rating systems, 291 
under the recommendations outlined above.  Equally, the trauma group could easily be 292 
further sub-classified. However, we feel that the strength of the data is the representation of 293 
the three large sub-classification groups.   294 
 295 
 296 
 297 
 298 
 299 
 300 
 301 
 302 
 303 
 304 
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Conclusion 306 
This study is the first to identify the true magnitude of choice of clinical rating systems for 307 
the elbow. From 980 manuscripts we identified 72 individual clinical rating systems. Though 308 
we are seeing a small advance in the use of validated condition-specific PROMs, such as the 309 
PRTEE, the overwhelming key players in outcome measurements remain the historic or 310 
generic measures, such as the MEPS and DASH score. The co-administration of multiple 311 
scores may be seen as a panacea, but there is little justification for ever increasing the patient 312 
burden. Though the rapid progression of outcomes research may provide computational 313 
models of comparison between measurements, in the immediate term, we would call for the 314 
clear, systematic evaluation of condition-specific elbow related rating systems, using well-315 
recognized methods such as the COSMIN checklist 
[36]
 or EMPRO tool 
[54]
.  Only then can 316 
clinicians and researchers make informed decisions on the appropriate tool for the elbow 317 
pathology and population of interest.     318 
 319 
 320 
 321 
 322 
 323 
 324 
 325 
 326 
 327 
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Figure (No.4)
  
  
Arthroplasty Tendinopathy Trauma  
Inception   Since 
2000 
  Since 
2010 
  Inception   Since 
2000 
  Since 
2010 
  Inception   Since 
2000 
  Since 
2010 
  
Articles (n) 151  %  133  % 74  % 198  % 190  % 128  % 405  % 365  % 128  % 
Total Outcomes 
(n) 
199  180   109   244  235   162   621  580   162   
MEPS 124 82.1 116 87.2 66 89.2 26 13.1 25 13.2 22 17.2 270 66.7 270 74.0 200 74.6 
DASH 25 16.6 24 18.0 17 23.0 61 30.8 61 32.1 46 35.9 132 32.6 132 36.2 100 37.3 
MORREY 5 3.3 3 2.3 1 1.4             92 22.7 85 23.3 46 17.2 
QDASH 10 6.6 10 7.5 9 12.2 19 9.6 19 10.0 19 14.8 28 6.9 28 7.7 27 10.1 
ASES-e                         21 5.2 21 5.8 12 4.5 
PRTEE             46 23.2 46 24.2 39 30.5             
OES 6 4.0 6 4.5 6 8.1                         
Roles+Maudsley             14 7.1 13 6.8 2 1.6             
Nirschl              17 8.6 16 8.4 10 7.8             
Table 1  
 
Tables (No. 1)
  North America Europe Rest of the World 
Total Arthroplasty Tendinopathy Trauma Total Arthroplasty Tendinopathy Trauma Total Arthroplasty Tendinopathy Trauma 
Articles (n) 264  % 50  % 47 % 86 % 370 % 76 % 66 % 151 % 319 % 26 % 77 % 155 % 
Total No. of 
Outcomes (n) 
370   58   57   140   558   109   78   254   411   32   98   204   
MEPS 117 44.3 37 74.0 8 17.0 47 54.7 198 53.5 63 82.9 6 9.1 101 66.9 195 61.1 25 96.2 13 16.9 114 73.5 
DASH 97 36.7 6 12.0 16 34.0 43 50.0 109 29.5 15 19.7 19 28.8 50 33.1 73 22.9 3 11.5 24 31.2 35 22.6 
MORREY 20 7.6 1 2.0     16 18.6 59 15.9 3 3.9     42 27.8 35 11.0 1 3.8     31 20.0 
QDASH 15 5.7     2 4.3 4 4.7 22 5.9 11 14.5 5 7.6 15 9.9 18 5.6 1 3.8 9 11.7 5 3.2 
ASES-e 23 8.7 2 4.0     12 14.0 10 2.7             5 1.6         5 3.2 
PRTEE 9 3.4     9 19.1     10 2.7     9 13.6     26 8.2     21 27.3     
OES 4 1.5             29 7.8 6 7.9     15 9.9 3 0.9             
HSS 2 0.8 1 2.0         6 1.6             6 1.9             
Roles+ 
Maudsley 
1 0.4             11 3.0     10 15.2     3 0.9             
Nirschl  5 1.9     6 12.8     3 0.8     3 4.5     8 2.5     8 10.4     
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